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the new synth collection is available now from the arturia website. its priced at just under us$600,
but theres a free 30 day trial period that gives you lots of time to explore the collection and see if its
for you. its available in 3 versions. the 2600.0-lp.5 is a revised version of the classic 2600 that
supports patches up to 32 voices, and has been updated with a macosx desktop application that you
can use to create and edit patches. its also a little more powerful than the previous version, with the
ability to be used as a bass synth, and more flexible in terms of number of voices. its also a
rackmount version, with the soundcard and output panel on a separate module. the spectra was one
of the first big synthesizer successes, followed by the akai mpc60 and roland jp8000, which i used to
record a lot of classic 80s synth sounds. however, if you arent familiar with this palette of sounds, or
are looking to find a more modern version of the devices, weve put together a list of our favourite
sounding synths from the 80s. these synths arent your run of the mill, bland synths from the 80s and
90s. theyre all synth classics, each one with an established sound and character. so whether youre
looking for a modern alternative to the roland jp8000, the roland jp2000, the roland jp-8000, the
roland jp-8000, or the roland jp2000, or perhaps a hybrid of the roland jp-8000, roland jp2000, roland
jp-8000, roland jp2000, the roland jp-8000, roland jp2000, roland jp-8000 or roland jp2000, this list
might help you find what youre looking for. read more as with the vcs3 and the omnisphere, there
are six different guitar mode presets to help you create fat and overdriven sounds. in addition to its
own presets, the nord leads the way when it comes to amp modelling, the classics have been dusted
off, and there is a dedicated amp modelling section. this means there are a wide range of amps to
choose from, which has resulted in a few favourites for us. luckily, you can specify which amp model
youre using in the settings, and if you find an amp thats not in the database, you can add it by filling
in the details in the form.
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